Cost of Attendance

- These dashboards provide multiple ways to compare cost of attendance across institutions. Select the story tabs below for details on these comparisons.

### UNIVERSITY of WASHINGTON

#### Select Peer Group
- US News 2020 top 25 publics

#### Select Student Type
- In-State Student

#### Select Measure
- Absolute value of Costs

### Note:
- Move over the graph to look at %YoY Change in Tuition and Fees for each University.
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### Tuition and Fees
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- Tuition and Fees in 2018 - 19 as compared to Previous Year for In-State Student
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Institution Name
U Michigan-Ann Arbor
U Virginia
UC-Davis
UC-Santa Barbara
UC-Berkeley
UC-San Diego
UC-Irvine
UCLA
U Connecticut
UT-Austin
U Wisconsin-Madison
UW-Seattle
U Maryland-College Park
UNC-Chapel Hill
Penn State
UMASS-Amherst
Georgia Tech
U Pittsburgh
U Illinois Urbana-Cham...
Rutgers U-New Brunswick...
Ohio State
U Georgia
Purdue
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